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1. :We c9~sider, a:'sya~em of, two. ,gqeues.., ~~,.unlimi~d..wa\tingro,orri Vf.'hich share a single server. The ar:rivals are a:ssumed to be governed ,by independent time homogeneous Poisson processes to' queue·1 and queue-2. with rates Al and. A.a. respectively. The service time distribution is the sdme for both queues, but otherwise arbitrary. Service durations are denoted.by S and the Laplace-Stiltjestransform (iST) of its distribution by S(·). We also assume that a switching tim.e is required for the server to move from one queue to the oth~r. The switching-time distributions in general depend on the direction of the switch; we denote by q and C,( ) the duration and the LST of its distributiorl for the switch time to queue ~.
Our goal is to determine an optimat server a~signment policy, that minimizes the sum of customer holding costs and switching charges.
2. The decision epochs for the server are service completions. switch completions. and. when the server is idling at one of the .queues, arrival instants. It will transpire from the analysis that no additional decision epochs need be c·onsider"ed. At each decision epoch the server may eith,er serv~. change (Le. switch) or idle; the action space is therefore a =fS, C, II. The state of the system at any given decision epoch is Q.etermined by the position of the server, and the number of customers in each of the two queues; the st~.te space is therefore S =, f1,21xIxI, where I is the set of non negative integers. A policy rr for this semi-;Markov decision problem [So Ross, 1970, Chapter 7] is a sequence rr = (7Tel, 7T1t 7T2 ••• ) . where 7T n is applied at decision epoch number n. Note that 71'n may be regarded as a mapping from (Sxa)nxS into a.
3. Let X;,'ff·~(t) (resp. X(lr'~(n") be the number of, customers in queue-i at time t (resp. at decision epoch n), given that the initial state is z, when policy rr is applied.
Similarly, let (PI'~(n) be the server position at epoch n. The 'state of the system at epoch n under rr with initial state Z is given by
We consider the problem of minimizing the discounted holding cost and switching charges .
.
Vtr(z) = Ef J e--: P &IX"·-(t) Idt + a. J e-P&dRtr.-(t)i;
(1.1)
&=0
.J=o del where Ix I = Xl + %2 for any vec~or X =(Xl,%2), R'ff.-(t) is the number of switches up to time t. and a., is the,one-time charge levied at the start of each switch. Note that the holding costs are assu!lled'to be char:sed. at the same rate in both queues. and the switch charge is also the Same in both directions (although the latter is not a material assumption). The holding cost..rate is assumed to be 1, thus normaliZing the c'qst units.
A policy,1'r' is said to be optimal if it attains V(z) =V",(z) 4. In Section 11 we show. for the discounted criterioQ. that the optimal policy is exhaustive; Le., if the serVer is at a given queue, it is best to remain there at least until that queue is emptied. It then only remains to specify the assignment policy when the server is attache~ to an empty queue. In Section III it is argu.ed that the. server should remain in this queue, either idling ,or serving newly arrived customers, and should not switch unless, when it idles, the other queue length achieves or exceeds' a predetermined threshold. Such a policy is completely specified by the two thresholds ml,and m2 for switching to queue-1 and queue-2, respeqtively..Note that each of these thresholds may turn out to be 0, in which case an idle server switcbes immediately. In Section IV it is fur·ther .argued that there exists such a double-threshold policy for the long-run average criterion. Finally. in Section V, a queueing-theoretical analysis of the system under such a policy is described, and then employed to find the optimal threshold values.
n. Exhaustive Service is Optimal 1. We begin by showing, after [H~rrison, 1975] , that the optimization criterion (1.1) is equivalent to another criterion that is more am~nable to analysis. Since our proofs are essentially computational, this is of importance'. Observe that for Z = (U,,xl,,x2) J41T.Z(t). =~ +Ao 1T · Z (t )., ...Dl·Z(t) ,
where .At ·:r(t) and D,:"·Z(t) are the arrival and departure processes for queue-i.
Combining (1.1) and (2.1) we'obtain (seethe above reference)
=Al;Aai; ,,z1;,x2 . ~~ ~ e -JlT~" _ apR1T':(f~)J,
where Tf·· is the k -th departure instant from the queueing system, and R 1T ·: «(3) is the
1ST of R1T•• (t).
Our optimization criteriori is therefore equivalent to maximizing iii) the seq':lences of LLd. random variables {Cl.nJ and IC 2 • n J. where each C l . n (resp.
. C 2 • n ) corresponds to a switching time to queue-l (resp. to queue-2).
4. Consider the queueinlt system described in the -Introduction with the following modification. Let the arrival process be N(t) up to the first instant that the server begins .to serve a customer from queu,e-I. While serving that.customer, let the arrival process be N(t). Mter completing that service at queue-l let the arrival process revert.to N(t) indefinitely. In o(her words, when the system is governed by policy 11".
denote by T 1T the first instant that service is. offer~d to a customer from queue-l, then the arrival process A1f(t) is, given by
It is clear that for any fixed 11", the multivariate process A 1f (t) is a P~isson process with rates (AI' Ae). Moreover, it is simple'to show that A1f(t) is independent of ~SnJ, lTnJ.
l Cl. n J. and l C 2 • n J. Therefore the system described in the Introduction is equivalent to one driven by the arrival process A 1f (t), service processes l~nJ. lTnJ, and switching processes l Cl,nJ and l C 2 • n J. The seemingly peculiar fabrication of A 1f (t) . as well as the artificial distinction between fSnJ and lTnJ are for technical reasons in the following proof.
5, Proposition.: 'Let at least one of the three a, E (C l ) and E(C 2 ) be greater than zero.
then any non-ex~austivepolicy g is suboptimal. • ~ '\ .. .the delay). We shall show that 7T is feasible and improves on 9 (though for Ilearly all 9 it would still be nonpptimal as well).
•Observe by,(2.3) that It follows from (2.4) and (2.5) that for t~+Sl.
The rest of the proof is computationlY. as we calculate the difference" 
~t).
Since, as above, Uk is stochastically larger than 8 1 • tl:iis inequality indeed holds.
Note that the equality of the rates of the holding costs (or equivalently, service completion awards) for the two queues is crucial for the proof.
Remark: The above result generalizes directly to the case of m queues.
m. The'Optimal Double-'lbn!shold Policy.
1. For any pure policy g, we know from the previous Section that oIStimali~y requires 9(1, Xl, X2) =8 whenever X1>O, and 9(2, Xl, X2) = S whenever x2>0. It remains to specify the actions 9 (1, 0, X2) and 9 (2. X I, 0) for a,ll X I' X2 E: I.
Definition: A policy 9 is said tp be a dDubLe-threshoLd policy if it is exhaustive and if "there exist two nonnegati'le integers (possibly infinite) such that
2. In order to prove the optimality of a double-threshold policy we need to establish some properties of the optimal objective' function J(z). The fact that income (and charge~) are taken at customer depltrture and switch beginning epochs only. and the convexity of the discount function provide immediately the 'following properties:
(1) J (u,x,y) is strictly increasing in both X> and y for u=l,2.
PrOperty (1) follows from the observation that a policy may "disregard" a queued request; e,~., operate on the state (u,x,y) as if it were (u,x-l,y) , and thereby forgo the advantage of possible service (and earning.income). The'contribution ,of R clearly decreases as well when th!;l waiting lines increase, for any exhaustive-service policy. Arguing differently, it wo'uld ,be nonoptimal by the proposition of II.5.
Property (1) implies that the right-hand-sides and left-hand-sides of (2) and (3) 
Proof It suffices to consider (3.~). Since we know that J(') is realized by an exhaustive service policy we have
where B I is a random variable with"th~ distribution of a qusy-per.iod of queue-l, B I2 is a random variable witli a distribution of the number of arriv~ to queue-2 during a B I duration. and a ..,. superscript denotes an r-fold con~lution: Evaluating thus separately ~he sides of (3.3) we find
Now we conditi(m the above values on the historY of the arrival and sE(rvice processes just up to the end of the.x 'th busy-periqd at que~e~1. "The "l;est of. the computation is 
Siilce e -/JB l < 1 with probability 1, it suffices to prove the ..above .inequality-with this factor removed, which results in tqe saIJ1e inequality as in the second part of ;>rpperty 
where
For the initial state ~, let 1T be the policy that immediately switches to queue-2, and then follows g " Define now 
Combining (3.4), in a rearranged form witl} (3.14) we obtain 0"
Now an e.rgumentuke tlle-one we'u~ed for property ~ 1) a,bov:e provides
wbich is '!!tricUy posipve, and,provides the contradiction the proof required.
, ,N~~·that the switching cost part of the object (unction makes no expllct'appearance t 'here.
• " IV. .:j
Proof: Consider a policy / that satistl.f'ls / (l,O,y) = C, It can certainly do no better thereaftlllr than s.erve continuousl}", ,which implies
Now consider an exhaustive service policy 9 that. satisfies the condition in the L!:lmma: 9 (l,O,y) = l.Ior ali y~O. In ~he proof of the next Lemma we shall pr~sent the exact earning of this policy, but here it suffices to obs~rve that it earns at least the income from serving one customer, and inc;urs no switching costs,
2)
The proof will be, complete a :f~rtiori if we can show· the existence .of a 13 sufficiently large that
Al .
Ca(P)
or equivalently 'ReDlaric We h~ve not been able to cons~ruct a complete proof of the above proposition.
In. the --next Section we show that .uP,der the conQition -of the proposition the av~r~e number of the customers in the system is finite. This. combined with the proposition enables us to inVOke the Tauberiap theorem [Widder. 1946] , .' It follows from (fl. g ) that this policy 9 is optimal for the av.erage criterion, i.e., there exists an optima~double threshold policy fQ,r the long-run average cost criterion.
\
In the next Sect.~on we analy2e thE!' steady-state' -,performance' of such a double' threshold .policy. ..
..
V. The Optimal1breshold Values. 1. We present in this section a queueing-theoretical analysis of the two queues under a double-threshold policy. The analysis will provide a procedure to determine the operational characteristics of the system, as a function of the parameters. In particular, the long-run averag~. queue lengths and switching frequency can be computed, and used to locate the optimal threshold values.
We say "locate" Father than "compute". since as will transpire it is unlikely that an expression for the values of these optimal values can be produced, save such that indirectly specifies a search over all values.
a The analysis treats a slightly more general set-up: we shall not require in this section that the services accorded to customers in the two queues have durations drawn frpm the same distribution. Assuming two different ones does not i~crease the complexity (or, the assumption of uniformity would not help) .
A more detailed (and somewhat extended) analysis may be found in [Hofri, 1985] . The numerical procedures are outlined there as well. We,only present here the components needed to determine the optimal thresholds.
V.I Specification of the model.
1. Thus we assume a customer from the waiting line i occupies the server for a duration 8(, with distribution FiO and 1ST 8(0. Switching between the lines \s only done as defined in III.l. As in III.S, the symbol UiJ will denote the number of arrivals to line j during a period ~; UijO denotes its probability generating function (pgf), and we have
The following symbols will also be employed: Assuming ,for tlie'moment the" stability qf this chaii-I (we J3halJ "'discuss it in Section V.3), !"'e may write for the steady-state probabilitiesi .~,(u) =G&(1-u/Ai).
, (5.4)
-~O is also the.pgf fdr'the 'queue length observed ~y customers arriving to queue i, andl:ienc~ also the "rantlom time"-line length pgf, whiC~ is intuitively surprisiQg since .. -beginning of switchi~g by an idling server (tyt>e c point);
A type c point occurs following the ~vent thaLa server finishes a busy-period {itself a type b point}, observes' that the queue at the other position is be.low the switching threshold. and, therefore idles. However. arrivals tO'that other qy.eue let it reach the 'threshold before there is an arrival to t.he queue wherll the idling's~rver is stationed, and it st~rts 'to. switch over. A state of the t -chain will be dEmoted by (i, X,, b or c) with
i E: (1.-2) the position of the server. and x -the. length,of.the other queue (Xi =0 then), Note that for a tyPe c. point only z=77I.f is possiblel, with 1: being the alternate of i. 'I'qe transition p'robabillties for this chain may be read bfi the foll,owing' equationS', which we write lor blarity for 'the specific vplue of i;= 1:
where a superscript *r dehotes r-fold convolutJon, and 
1~1
. .
-ana lastly p(l~x,c) = 6(%-m2>"'fl.{>(l,j,b)p(V;~m2-J)=O).
(5:7)
To simplify the notation we shall use p,(x) instead of p{i,x ,b).
Note that the C ll artd C l2 in equations (5.5) or (5.6) are dependent-through the same realization'of Cl' T,he correspond.i.nk equatibn~ and transition probabilities for i=2 <!fe obtaineti from the ,above ~y completely symmetrizing over the indices 1 and 2.
2., Define .... . 1 This chain ill "rnlnimal" in the sense tlurt for loW eno~h arrival rates it hali no transient states. 9 I(Z')=Cl 
Denote by"" {z) the tow-order part of gi. (z );' Specifi~ally
,.
• "
Note th'at substituting z=l in (5.10a}·(or (5, lOb)) yields'
which merely states that under steady-stare· conditions, the frequency of switching from queu~ l,to queue 2 is equal to. the frequency of switching in the re~erse direction. This obvioqs observation \rill provide us with an (5.'12)
.'
3. We turn,now to the solqtion of e.quations (5:10). To keep the size of .the expressiops manageable we shall introduce a raft of funqtions •. i!S w~ go along. Define
SUbstitutln.g (5.7) into (5. lOa) we obtain:
.,
]. 14) , A du~~equation ls likewi~e obtained from (n.l0b)
.,. Using (5.13b) to evaluate 92(B12(~» we'g~t~from (5; 13a) an equ~t!on irt':volving 91( ).only, with m1+m2 "boundary" state probabilities:
Technion -Computer
(5.15) 4. ~o' far !'e have proceeded with blithe-disregard to the que,stion of stability or stationarity of the two queue system, expecting ~hat.. analysis ,upder the assumption of ergodicitr. will produce equations that, inter alia display, or 'at lee'lst determine the conditions under which's.tationarity will in fact prevail.
We have not oeen disappointed. Considering et}uation ( ,..... '"..,'"
• . .
Then we also need:
c.) '19-1,(11), ("1;1(11) < "". and if 6 1 (11)=1, they must both vanish there.
I
d) :tm,allY; the limits mu~t be' approached fa~t. enough"to assure convergence to a
! '
cont~n~lOus function for Iz I~1. The las.t ''requirement will turn out to be the cr~~~.
.. In the Appendix we show, i,hat the above requitement~. ipdeed 'hold w;hen '1']'1(1) (or 71'2(1» is iess than 1, which is' equi\;~ent to p i::,A1E(S1)".+ ~E(S2)<1. Then a=1 and the convergence is geometrical.
This condition has a simple'int.uitive mei;l.ning. The definition in equation (5, H~) of 711(Z) cap be read as ''8 B,,21 71lz) = E(z 12 ).
'this translat~s to the verb~ stat~m.ettt that 'I'] 1~ z) is the pgf of the number. of arriyals to queue-2, durin'g If sequence o~ busy-periods of queue-1 with multipiicity' ,equ~ to a random variable that has the distripution of the number of arriv~s to que,ue-1 during a {simple) busy-period of quElUe-2.,,Clearly tJ:1.e exp,.ected v~ue derived fr''om thi,s pgf .must be "less than on~ to assure stability. Note that the'.switchipg times play; -no role in the stability condition. whicp is natural for the case of exhaustive.ser~ce. We {!lay therefore"now state . 1 its du~. The first task is·sirm>le., the otl}er is not. We shall tackle. them 'in order.
6. The fraction of queue i > busy-periods that begin when an idling sei-ver rlllceives an -arrival" anq. t.hen I{::: 1 -is (, , i, .a .. (5, 22) . 1=0 .
with the denominator given by' "
Nqte that when m;=0 p\,(O}."is not one of the gouqdary pro,~abilities computed thl;ough the procedm;e outlined below but has to be evaluated from equation ( ..
Two obstacles -had to be overcome, beyond the 'sheet c'omplexity of the expressions: a) The expressions contain infinite sums and "products. As mentioned above, these converge exponlmtililly. In practice we iterated 71i (z)~ starting at z =q ~ntil it approached z;;::: l'to within e=-1b-e , and used the order of the iteration thus deterinined as the upper l.imlt.to all the (infinite) sums and produ,cts. It was found that cnanging lOglOE: in the range -7 to -13 had no effect: on ~he fipst six s~gnificant decimal digits in all the numbers of interest. . the appended tables are extracted from a much.larger set tbat required less than ten minutes o.g the miJ.lic;omputer VAX-7BO). Furtbermm::e, some 3-4% of the software are distribution-specific, and. need be redone wbt:!n:-tbe distributions or' the service or switching duratioqs are changed. Is there '~ny ot~er' appr:oach that woul4,be -·if less dir:-ect -easier to tnplemeI).t? We bave not found one and confess to being highly " intrigued by sucb a possibility. 
